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Abstract 
 
Author: Leigh Hilford  
 
Title: Ghostly Resonances: The Great War and Trauma in Jacob’s Room and To the Lighthouse 
 
Supervising Professor: Dr. Mia Carter 
 
Virginia Woolf’s novels Jacob’s Room and To the Lighthouse were published in 1922 and 1927, 
respectively, and both fundamentally engage with the First World War. Jacob dies in combat, 
and the contrast between To the Lighthouse’s first and third parts reveal a world pre- and post-
war. Jacob dies in combat, and the disparity between To the Lighthouse’s first and third parts 
reveal pre- and post-war worlds. Woolf’s conceptualization of The Great War and the history 
around it represents and mitigates the accompanying cultural trauma. Jacob’s Room is an elegy 
to a lost world, but it is not an elegy that idealizes its subject. Violence and destruction pierce the 
novel as reminders of British society’s imperfection. To the Lighthouse takes us into the post-war 
world that Jacob’s Room never enters. In the novel characters try to assimilate their struggle with 
the Victorian age, and Mr. and Mrs. Ramsay themselves with the rapidly changing world. In 
these works, Woolf explores how to grieve, and the two novels indicate that to Woolf grieving 
never concluded. She leaves us with is something ambiguous, ineffable, and incomplete, but she 
does not seek to write clean, conclusive stories about mourning. The two novels suggest that 
mourning the trauma of war or death must constantly, inconclusively occur. Woolf draws a 
distinction between personal and public loss. While Lily achieves resolution around her personal 
loss, she does not have the same success with the war itself. Woolf suggests that some events are 
unassailable, that they cannot be integrated, that the destruction is too complete.  
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 5 
I. Introduction 
 
Virginia Woolf’s novels Jacob’s Room and To the Lighthouse were published in 1922 
and 1927, respectively, and both fundamentally engage with the First World War. Jacob dies in 
combat, and the disparity between To the Lighthouse’s first and third parts reveal pre- and post-
war worlds. Woolf’s conceptualization of The Great War and the history around it represents and 
mitigates the accompanying cultural trauma; she writes about World War I from a distance 
during which time people had the opportunity to create narratives about the historical events. 
These narratives can be actual historical accounts, but they can also be artistic creations like 
music, novels, or illustrations; events such as parades or physical monuments. These attempts to 
account and record are attempts to memorialize, a process which inscribes certain values and 
ideas to a traumatic historical event. Many Woolf scholars focus on the personal levels of trauma 
in these works and how they interact with Woolf’s personal experiences of loss. I attempt to 
bridge these questions with that of a higher level trauma, as I see a pattern in Woolf’s 
experimental techniques that interacts with trauma outside of patriarchal and religious discourse.  
Both of the novels break with traditional narrative structure, though in different ways. To 
the Lighthouse does this through its uneven triptych structure and its narrative form, while 
Jacob’s Room’s experimentalism also exemplifies a break with traditional narrative structure. 
By breaking with the traditional “beginning-middle-end” plot, Woolf refuses her readers 
“resonant closure or uplift.”1 Shell-shocked soldiers returning from World War I challenged 
European society’s notions about manhood, war, and its own institutions, and societal reaction to 
the war is a reaction to historical trauma. In his book Writing History, Writing Trauma Dominick 
                                                        
1 LaCapra, Dominick. Writing History, Writing Trauma. JHU Press, (2014): 54. 
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LaCapra lays out how symptoms of historical trauma may manifest. While it is impossible to 
completely enumerate these symptoms, it can appear as denial of the trauma; as a problematic 
point of identity-building among those who did not experience the trauma; as an opportunity to 
convert the trauma into the sublime; or as an opportunity to sacralize trauma. These 
manifestations can appear in historical accounts, in widely-accepted narratives about what 
happened and why, and in spaces where the historical and artistic blur, such as war memorials. In 
her own reaction to World War I Woolf experiments with form and structure and creates her own 
feminist history of the war. The way she maneuvers around the war signifies a rejection of some 
of these nationalistic and romanticized accounts and their denial or exploitation of trauma.  
Woolf’s strange interaction with The Great War comes in part because she lived through 
the creation of the war’s historical record. World War I spanned 1914 to 1918, and Jacob’s 
Room and To the Lighthouse were published in in the decade after the war. The historical record 
developed as a way of understanding a traumatic event, and it is “an attempt by a society to deal 
with certain fundamental needs of those who survive a war… [to] reassure non-combatants that 
the dead died willingly and do not resent or repent their sacrifice… [and to] embody, in 
permanent form, ideas about war.”2 Commemoration and history constitute a form of memory, a 
way of fighting the erasure of death and time. The First World War presents a unique challenge: 
how does one write about an event and communicate the change it signified when it destroyed 
meaning both factually and existentially? Factual statements like the circumstances of a soldier’s 
death are often unknowable, and the lack of clear answers that the chaos of war produces is at 
odds with the thorough methods of documenting that existed at that point. Factual ambiguity can 
                                                        
2 Hynes, Samuel. A War Imagined: The First World War and English Culture. Random House, 
(2011): 270. 
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bleed into existential ambiguity, and the nations that engaged in the conflict questioned their 
assumptions about themselves. The Enlightenment generated societal beliefs about European 
society’s advancement and superiority; the corruption of scientific innovation to support the war 
effort challenged assumptions about European society’s status as superior or evolved. Woolf’s 
experimental representations of war counteract forgetting, but she embraces abstraction and 
ambiguity.  
Woolf physically immerses Jacob’s Room in London, and she positions the narrator as a 
marginal member of society who calls our attention people, monuments, and other physical 
surroundings that Jacob does not see. For example, during Jacob’s last appearance in the novel 
he walks around Whitehall, but only the female characters notice the statue of Achilles and the 
plaque underneath, which reads “This statue was erected by the women of England.”3 Achilles is 
seen in the midst of the other monuments and statues on Whitehall, which reinforces how 
conceptions of violent imperial masculinity exist within the material surroundings of the world. 
Similar moments of directed attention occur throughout Jacob’s Room and call attention to 
messages that are subtly embedded in material surroundings in the novel’s landscape. War, 
however, does not appear in the novel; instead, it intrudes on the edges of Jacob’s Room and 
echoes through characters’ minds. The novel as a whole is a force that demands contemplation. 
The narrator struggles with the war, which presents itself repeatedly throughout the novel at the 
boundaries of characters’ consciousness. Woolf positions the war as an encroaching force 
without making overt reference to it as a political act. The inscrutable nature of the war in her 
novels prevents her contemporaries like writers or critics who were tasked with interpreting her 
writing from co-opting the narratives and turning them into a unifying or redemptive statement 
                                                        
3 Woolf, Virginia. Jacob’s Room. San Diego: Harcourt Brace, (2002): 167. 
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about the war. She compels the reader through experimental techniques to reckon with other 
narratives of the war, whether historical or fictional, as false in their evaluation of the 
significance of the trauma it produced.  
The final scene breaks with reality in an otherworldly moment that breaches the bounds 
of life and death. The blurring of the spiritual veil is a powerful statement about the nature of war 
and the confusion and destruction it entails. The presentation of Jacob’s ghost conjures the 
intensity that grief provokes on an emotional level, as well as in memory and remembrance. The 
shock of the novel’s final scene forces the reader to actively experience loss. The confusion and 
ambiguity around Jacob’s death makes simplification and corruption of the narrative difficult, 
and the force of Woolf’s narrative grows from the process of understanding Jacob’s inscrutable 
character and story. She builds a world of anxious, unsettled death and stilted mourning. Any 
understanding that arises is inconclusive and not meant to be an ultimate interpretation of the war 
or his life. Instead, Woolf positions the process of understanding itself as chiefly significant, as 
war erodes understanding, facts, and knowledge that a narrative account might otherwise 
communicate.  
Mrs. Dalloway, which Woolf published in 1925, is in conversation with the war more 
overtly than her next novel To the Lighthouse, especially through the character of Septimus 
Smith. Although the three works employ elegiac tropes, I chose to put Jacob’s Room and To the 
Lighthouse in conversation because their engagement with the war is more covert. Septimus 
Smith’s character allows Woolf to write about the violence from the perspective of a returned 
soldier, and while Jacob is also a soldier, we never receive direct description of his experience. 
The war in Jacob’s Room and To the Lighthouse exists on the periphery, while Mrs. Dalloway 
places it more prominently. Neither Jacob’s Room nor To the Lighthouse contain the 
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psychological experiences of battle like Mrs. Dalloway does; they focus more on the experiences 
of non-combatants and the experience of societal change. To the Lighthouse positions the war at 
a greater distance than Jacob’s Room; while Andrew Ramsay dies in combat, he does not occupy 
the principal space of the novel like Jacob. Where Jacob’s Room asks how we should perceive 
society in the light of the First World War, how we can ethically depict trauma, and how we can 
culturally process the event, To the Lighthouse asks how we can mourn both personal and public 
loss as interconnected experiences. Private loss appears most explicitly in the artistic creations of 
characters like Lily Briscoe and Mr. Carmichael, while the “Time Passes” section explores 
public loss through its detached, largescale viewpoint. Woolf connects the different spheres of 
cultural trauma and personal grief through her critique and repurposing of elegiac tropes.  
Through Mr. Carmichael’s poetry she examines the function of the elegy, and Lily’s 
experimentation and artistic evolution stands as a counterpoint. Mr. Carmichael and Lily create 
their artwork in similar time frames; they both consider the change time and the war wrought on 
their lives and the Ramsay family. While Mr. Carmichael’s poetry succeeds with the general 
public, his art does not give him the same emotional relief Lily feels when she completes her 
painting. Ultimately, Mr. Carmichael experiences psychic relief, but it occurs as a shared 
experience with Lily and the surviving Ramsays, while Lily’s emotional resolution integrates the 
psychic moment of understanding with her artwork.  
Lily can connect the final, supernatural scene with her painting through fluid aesthetic 
representation, as that is where she begins the work of subconsciously understanding how her 
world changed personally and publicly. Her painting provides space to wrestle with Mrs. 
Ramsay’s death and the dynamics of the Ramsay family, as well as with the dramatic societal 
transition the shift from the Late-Victorian and Edwardian eras to modern time and change that 
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the First World War engenders. The age range of the Ramsay family stages these eras, as Mr. 
and Mrs. Ramsay are Victorians, while the Ramsay children exist in the modern era. Lily adapts 
the disparate influences the Ramsays represent in her painting and repurposes aesthetic and 
emotional ideologies that stand in juxtaposition to each other like Mr. and Mrs. Ramsay’s 
masculinity and femininity.  
 “Time Passes” interrogates the elegiac trope of the pathetic fallacy, and Woolf critiques 
its potential to artificially resolve the emotions mourning entails through false uplift in a similar 
way she does in Jacob’s Room. As the war takes place during “Time Passes,” the pathetic fallacy 
becomes more and more strained, until it eventually cannot bear the weight of mourning the war 
entails. Before the war the elegy was consolatory, though often insufficient; after the war the 
elegy acts as a platform for unethical grief that denies the unique trauma of the event. The deaths 
of members of the Ramsay family provide an avenue for Woolf to investigate the relationship 
between nature and human grief; the monolithic, sweeping forces Woolf introduces serve as a 
link to the world outside the Hebrides and the Ramsay family life. Like Lily in her aesthetic 
evolution Woolf shifts towards abstraction, and she creates strange, sometimes inaccessible 
images that demand contemplation.  
 The last scenes of Jacob’s Room and To the Lighthouse arrive at a sense of inarticulable 
and ineffable emotional transformation. The inscrutability of the scenes forces the reader to 
struggle with the experience of grief and the insufficiency of representing expressions of 
mourning in a permanent, resolved narrative mode. By presenting the trappings of other modes 
of mourning like memorials or other elegies Woolf positions the actual process of grieving as the 
more important outcome. She does not fully dismiss attempts to memorialize and mourn; the 
novels both end in transcendent, supernatural states. Her emphasis on ambiguity and abstraction 
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avoids the tendency for expressions of grief to become prescriptive in their evaluation of the 
experience.  
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II. History and Disclosure in Jacob’s Room 
 
Woolf situates the narrator of Jacob’s Room as a marginal member of society; she 
endows the character with the ability to see the world from the point of view of both dominantly 
and non-dominantly situated individuals. In the context of the sphere of British society Woolf 
lived in, a non-dominantly situated narrator would be a woman, which is reinforced by the 
narrator’s directed attention towards other women. For example, when Jacob is reading in the 
British Museum, the narrator continually interrupts her description of Jacob transcribing 
Marlowe with her refrain of “Miss Marchmont…Miss Julia Hedge…Unfortunate Julia!...Miss 
Marchmont.”4 The narrator is distracted by these women and cannot resist noting their presence. 
Jacob, however, is unaffected by them. After Miss Marchmont’s pile of books “[falls] into [his] 
compartment,” he “remain[s] quite unmoved.”5 To Jacob, it is as if the women literally do not 
exist—they cannot impinge on his reality which is structured by the male-oriented, upper middle 
class Late-Victorian to Edwardian gentleman’s world that broadly excludes women like Miss 
Marchmont and Julia Hedge through its inherited ideology of separate spheres. There is a 
difference in awareness between the narrator and Jacob; the narrator’s recognition of the women 
scholars in this scene speaks to a consciousness or even an active seeking out of other marginally 
situated figures. 
The narrator occasionally adopts a masculine perspective. She thinks that “women are 
always, always, always talking about what one feels, and if they say ‘as one gets older,’ they 
mean you to reply with something quite off the point.”6 The narrator’s observations are made 
                                                        
4 Jacob’s Room, 105-7. 
5 Jacob’s Room, 105-6. 
6 Jacob’s Room, 144. 
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from an external point of view: women are characterized as “they” rather than “we.” In a similar 
way, the narrator exposes Fanny’s feigned interest in Tom Jones, thinking, “Alas, women lie!”7 
The act of revealing or exposing women in this moment goes against the camaraderie the 
narrator otherwise seems to express towards women, as her remark creates distance from 
women’s perceived shortcomings. While the narrator occupies a non-dominant—and in this case 
a feminine—space, Woolf alters the point of view to become more masculine. This dual 
positioning of feminine and masculine creates ambiguity around the narrator’s gender, plunging 
her at times into androgyny. This decision reflects the difficulty of Woolf’s aim in writing 
Jacob’s Room, as well as her knowledge of her own marginalized position as a woman writer. 
Although she attends to women throughout the novel, Woolf cannot saturate the narrative in the 
woman’s sphere, a space that in the Victorian public’s mind was a separate world. While she 
seeks to dissolve the artificial divide the Victorian domestic ideology imposed, she must preempt 
critiques from writers and critics who were largely entrenched in the imperialist and patriarchal 
ideologies she attacks. Woolf anticipates and responds to their potential negative reactions by 
creating a narrator who is difficult to explicitly gender and by keeping women at the periphery 
instead of championing them unreservedly. The androgyny of the narrator’s mind protects the 
story’s integrity when it encounters marginalized spaces or viewpoints; it explores a new mode 
of consciousness free from the artificial male-female binary.  
The narrator’s examination of Jacob Flanders’ education at Cambridge and his 
Edwardian tour creates a bildungsroman-like sequence of a “typical” life of a young man of 
Jacob’s class and time, which skews the story of Jacob’s life towards generalization. Generality 
allows Jacob to function as a symbol of the larger group of young men who fought in the First 
                                                        
7 Jacob’s Room, 123. 
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World War, as his surname suggests, though Woolf strikes a balance between individuality and 
generalization. Woolf prevents her contemporaries from appropriating Jacob as a tragic or heroic 
figure by presenting him in flashes or filtered through other characters’ perceptions. In To the 
Lighthouse Mr. Ramsay’s fixation on Lord Alfred Tennyson’s “The Charge of the Light 
Brigade” allows him to feed on the spectacle of imperial sacrifice in the poem, and he converts 
the trauma of war into something sacred or worthy of exaltation. Woolf sidesteps the potential 
for others to turn her writing about war into justification or resolution by structuring an elusive 
narrative that cannot easily transform into something cleanly victorious, mournful, or triumphant. 
As William Handley notes, the obscurity surrounding Jacob challenges the “history that 
otherwise overcomes the real-life equivalents of the fictional Jacob” and becomes an active 
resistance to appropriation by political institutions like the Ministry of War, which frequently 
adopted art and literature to serve its own purpose of rationalization of and support for the war.8  
 Paradoxically, Woolf partially models Jacob after her older brother Thoby. Woolf placed 
the following words on the last page of her draft of Jacob’s Room:  
Atque in perpetuum, frater, ave atque vale 
Julian Thoby Stephen  
(1880-1906) 
Atque in perpetuum, frater, ave atque vale.9 
 
The Latin words are taken from Catullus 101 and translated mean “and now forever, brother, hail 
and goodbye!”10 Thoby died of typhoid in 1906, long before Woolf started work on Jacob’s 
Room, but as Kathleen Wall notes, “the general shape of Jacob’s career conforms to Thoby’s: 
                                                        
8 Sherry, Vincent. "Jacob's Room: Occasions of War, Representations of History." A Companion 
to Virginia Woolf (2016): 76. [Hadley book not in print, quoted and paraphrased in Sherry.] 
9 Wall, Kathleen. "Significant form in Jacob's Room: Ekphrasis and the Elegy." Texas Studies in 
Literature and Language 44, no. 3 (2002): 305. 
10 Hockings, Thomas Arthur John. "Notes on the Text and Interpretation of Catullus 101." Brill 
(2017): 694.  
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education at Cambridge, work of a faintly literary kind in London, a trip to Greece.”11 Class and 
cultural similarities allow Woolf to “[transform] her elegy for her brother into an elegy for a 
generation of young men, for an age, and for its worldview.”12 The confluence of the First World 
War, Woolf’s personal losses, and Europe’s devastation inspire Woolf’s literary experiment. 
 The familiarity of the narrative of young men, especially gentlemen, as war casualties 
facilitates Jacob’s Room’s accessibility, especially to Woolf’s contemporary readers; it positions 
the novel as a type of historical representation. However, while explicitly “historical” accounts 
make a claim of objectivity, Woolf’s fiction does not; novels are not predicated on factualness, 
while historians must claim factualness in their work. Both conventional historians and novelists 
must structure the worlds they present, but a history demands a level of factualness and 
correctness the novel does not. As a result, traditional historians position themselves outside of 
the reaches of bias or ideological arguments. Not every historian is guilty of concealing his or 
her own partiality, but the discipline broadly does not expose its ideological scaffolding. Thus, 
historians’ self-positioning as outside of this necessary structuring can hide biases or ideological 
arguments. Woolf scholar Karin Westman investigated Woolf’s views of history-making in her 
essays; reviews of novels, biographies, and histories; letters; and her diaries. She argues that 
Woolf viewed historical works as containers of “the dialectic between material facts and [the 
historian’s] imagination” that conceal “rather than [acknowledge] the ideologically charged 
dialogue of voices from which [they are] shaped.”13 Just as historians had their own accounts of 
the world around the time of The Great War, so does Woolf. She seeks to “‘get at’ reality 
                                                        
11 Wall, 305.  
12 Wall, 305.  
13 Westman, Karin E. "The Character in the House: Virginia Woolf in Dialogue with History's 
Audience." Clio 28, no. 1 (Fall, 1998): 1. http://ezproxy.lib.utexas.edu/login?url=https://search-
proquest-com.ezproxy.lib.utexas.edu/docview/1300298185?accountid=7118. 5.  
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differently from the Edwardian novelists,” to structure a narrative that does not hide its 
subjectivity. By creating an obviously subjective narrative through the gendering and positioning 
of its narrator, Woolf moves past the issue of hidden ideology to reach something resembling the 
complexity of lived social experience.  
 Woolf’s questioning of history and historians evolved throughout her works; she 
eventually saw a need for historians to become explicit about their mediation of “the materials of 
past experience for present and future readers,” an idea she incorporates into her own work. In A 
Room of One’s Own and Three Guineas, Woolf relies on a “narrative persona that addresses the 
reader, history’s audience.”14 While A Room of One’s Own and Three Guineas explicitly critique 
ideology and politics in a way Jacob’s Room does not, they share a similarity in their narrative 
methodologies. Woolf humanizes Jacob’s Room by ensuring that the audience can access the 
“minds and emotions” of the characters and the narrator herself. While Jacob’s Room does 
engage with material objects like the statues and monuments from Jacob’s last walk around 
Whitehall, the objects mentioned are often loaded with larger cultural significance.  
For example, during Chapter Thirteen the narrator observes the statue of Achilles twice, 
first through Clara’s eyes—“The loop of the railing beneath the statue of Achilles was full of 
parasols and waistcoats; chains and bangles; of ladies and gentlemen, lounging elegantly, lightly 
observant.”—and then through Julia Eliot’s eyes—“Yet five minutes after she had passed the 
statue of Achilles she had the rapt look of one brushing through crowds on a summer's 
afternoon.”15 The narrator’s attentiveness to the statue exposes the saturation of imperial ideas 
about men as warriors and war as a glorious pursuit. Clara reads the plaque on the statue, which 
                                                        
14 Westman, 14. 
15 Jacob’s Room, 167; 168.   
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notes that “'This statue was erected by the women of England…'” before horses galloping past 
distract her.16 Achilles is seen in the midst of the other monuments and statues on Whitehall, 
which reinforces how specific conceptions of masculinity exist within the material surroundings 
of the world, yet women bear responsibility for the statue’s existence, which exposes their 
support for British cultural ideologies. The way the narrator sees and discloses information about 
Jacob mirrors characters’ limited perceptions, like through Clara’s inability to consider the 
relationship between English women and the statue. The narrator explores Jacob’s character 
while simultaneously obscuring him. For example, the narrator cuts the reader off at certain 
moments with remarks like, “As for following him back to his rooms, no—that we won't do.”17 
Scholars describe the narrator’s interventions, the narrator’s persona, and other formal 
experimentation in Jacob’s Room as exemplary formal innovation, but as Reina Van der Wiel 
explores in Literary Aesthetics of Trauma, “[e]xperimentalism does not simply suggest the 
presence of sophistication, difficulty and novelty in art; it also suggests bleakness, darkness, 
alienation, disintegration.”18  
 While other Woolf novels like To the Lighthouse bridge the pre-war and the post-war 
worlds, Jacob’s Room never enters the transformed space of post-war England, yet the absences 
and obscurity that stem from Woolf’s experimentalism still are present in her account of pre-war 
England. Samuel Hynes argues that Woolf treats the time period “with a gentle nostalgia” while 
simultaneously “dismantl[ing] it, breaking it into narrative fragments without a centre, until at 
the end of the book there is only a vacancy, which represents both the dead Jacob and his dead 
                                                        
16 Jacob’s Room, 168. 
17 Jacob’s Room, 95.  
18 Wiel, Reina Van Der. Literary Aesthetics of Trauma: Virginia Woolf and Jeanette Winterson. 
Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2014. 70. 
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world, the ‘civilization’ of Edwardian England.”19 Vacancy, absence, and lack reverberate 
throughout the novel, but the time period we are shown is not typically thought of as “broken.” 
Writers and historians described World War I as “the loss of Eden,” but discussion of the world 
before the war is necessarily done in retrospect.20 Jacob’s Room does not occur in a 
“prelapsarian” world because there was no unified world to lose. Woolf’s experimentalism 
points to a fundamental disintegration that occurred before the war. She writes to uncover and 
expose the structures like the patriarchy that fed the unraveling of the myth of an advanced, 
unified society. As Hynes observes, historical novels involving war must bridge the world before 
and the world after, and must address “the causal relation between the two: what did we do, then, 
that led us to where we are now? or, what happened during the years that made the past 
irrecoverable, and the disordered present inevitable?”21 Disorder already appears in Jacob’s 
Room because to Woolf a “prelapsarian,” spiritually unbroken England never represented reality.  
 Woolf interrogates the notion of pre-war England as a whole, unfragmented society 
throughout her body of work. In A Room of One’s Own she tries to unravel the truth of what was 
lost at the outset of the Great War: 
Shall we lay the blame on the war? When the guns fired in August 1914, did the faces of 
men and women show so plain in each other's eyes that romance was killed? Certainly it 
was a shock (to women in particular with their illusions about education, and so on) to 
see the faces of our rulers in the light of the shell-fire. So ugly they looked—German, 
English, French—so stupid. But lay the blame where one will, on whom one will, the 
illusion which inspired Tennyson and Christina Rossetti to sing so passionately about the 
coming of their loves is far rarer now than then. One has only to read, to look, to listen, to 
remember. But why say 'blame'? Why, if it was an illusion, not praise the catastrophe, 
whatever it was, that destroyed illusion and put truth in its place? For truth… those dots 
mark the spot where, in search of truth, I missed the turning up to Fernham. Yes indeed, 
which was truth and which was illusion? I asked myself.22 
                                                        
19 Hynes, 344. 
20 Hynes, 348.  
21 Hynes, 329. 
22 A Room of One’s Own, 15-6.  
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What England has lost is its ability to romanticize and mask the patriarchal and imperialist 
values of British society; while Woolf does not deny that change and trauma emerged from the 
war, she complicates their origins. Her peers might lament that the war caused dramatic, negative 
societal changes, but Woolf locates deeper rooted causes in the constant pressure of forces like 
nationalism and imperialism. The novel’s traumatic absences and moments of alienation exist 
before, during, and after the war. Woolf uses the narrator’s vision of Jacob’s life and his reality 
to trace the sources of pre-war alienation, though the novel does more than act as a cautionary 
tale of “what went wrong.” The narrator regards Jacob critically and lovingly; she vacillates 
between disgust and compassion. She does not, however, turn him into a scapegoat or an 
example of how England arrived at war.  
We follow Jacob from childhood until his disappearance from the novel, and we must 
investigate why Jacob joined the war effort despite his condemnation of the war throughout his 
youth. For example, after a stall-keeper “[takes] Jacob for a military gentleman,” Jacob “[curses] 
the British army and praise[s] the Duke of Wellington” in response.23 His education is a central 
point of influence, and characters like George Plumer stand in the background of Jacob’s 
intellectual development. Under Plumer’s influence Jacob encounters a hyper-intellectual world. 
Woolf critiqued the English education system throughout her body of work, a system that 
historically functioned under sponsored mobility where “elite recruits are chosen by the 
established elite or their agents” and “[u]pward mobility is like entry into a private club where 
each candidate must be ‘sponsored’ by one or more of the members.”24 In comparison, the 
                                                        
23 Jacob’s Room, 76  
24 Turner, Ralph H. "Sponsored and Contest Mobility and the School System." American 
Sociological Review 25, no. 6 (1960): 856. http://www.jstor.org/stable/2089982. 
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United States functions under contest mobility where individuals ostensibly can obtain elite 
status at multiple points in their careers through their own efforts. Knowledge and adoption of 
elite culture are one means of social control, and the university plays a crucial role as an 
incubator. We track Jacob’s intellectual development from childhood under Mr. Floyd’s tutelage 
past his time at Cambridge. He learns Latin from Floyd who was educated at either Cambridge 
or Oxford, and his room at school is full of the philosophy and literature of elite culture. Jacob’s 
education allows him to access certain attitudes and tastes, and he, in part, gains his sensibility 
by reading  
Lives of the Duke of Wellington, for example; Spinoza; the works of Dickens; the Faery 
Queen; … all the Elizabethans…The works of Jane Austen, too, in deference, perhaps, to 
some one else's standard. Carlyle was a prize. There were books upon the Italian painters 
of the Renaissance, a Manual of the Diseases of the Horse, and all the usual text-books.25 
 
The phrases “all the Elizabethans,” “all the usual text-books,” and “in deference…to some one 
else’s standard” imply a homogenous curriculum that irons out variation in thought, attitude, or 
taste. Jacob’s thinking assimilates to his educators’ and his “violent reversion towards male 
society, cloistered rooms, and the works of the classics” transforms into an embrace of the lives 
of the academic elite.26 He even adopts their style of writing: the narrator speculates that when 
Jacob returns from Greece he might write “an essay upon civilization. A comparison between the 
ancients and moderns, with some pretty sharp hits at Mr. Asquith—something in the style of 
Gibbon.”27 He also participates in their reverence for ancient Greek culture and thought and 
thinks “a great deal about the problems of civilization, which were solved, of course, so very 
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remarkably by the ancient Greeks[.]”28 Jacob’s new sensibilities towards literature and art 
correspond with an adoption of imperialist or nationalist political beliefs.  
Although Woolf upholds her commitment to not portray the war in terms of the 
battlefield, Cambridge is still steeped in the politics and environment of war. Jacob goes to 
Cambridge in 1906, the year the Liberal Party consolidated power in Parliament and Sir Henry 
Campbell-Bannerman became Prime Minister. The Liberal Party’s platform included a robust 
social welfare program and a de-escalation of the imperialist interests of the Conservative 
Party.29 In “Jacob’s Room, Occasions of War, Representations of History” Vincent Sherry 
describes the promise and potential of the Liberal Party’s platform and its entrenchment at 
Cambridge whose academics “defined themselves in difference to the Tory inclinations 
associated with Oxford.”30 The pre-war political landscape penetrates Woolf’s telling of Jacob’s 
story, making his life something that cannot be understood outside of historical events in English 
society.  
Within the academic enclave of Cambridge Jacob interacts with men like Plumer who 
“talk[s] about Persia and the Trade winds, the Reform Bill and the cycle of the harvests.”31 It is 
during discussions of British hegemony that the “abstract light” of Plumer’s “Cold grey eyes” 
shines.32 While Plumer might not emotionally interact with the world, his “melancholy papers” 
allow the “abstract light” to shine in his eyes, and he has the ability to connect with his world in 
a way Jacob does not, even if it is through somewhat bloodless intellectual work. Through 
characters like Plumer, Julia Hedge, and Miss Marchmont Woolf presents intellectual 
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alternatives to the militaristic traditions Jacob blindly wanders through. His education cultivates 
his nascent support of British imperialist and patriarchal ideals, but Woolf also presents it as a 
missed opportunity. Woolf includes characters who make intellectual space outside of the 
university’s assimilating influence, and while Jacob interacts with them, he does not question his 
world or education like they do.  
Woolf interrogates the history of the war and makes questions about the war something 
the reader experiences emotionally. An emphasis on emotion is radical, as it rejects the 
traditional mode of communicating history objectively and at a distance. Although Jacob’s Room 
is fictional, the novel is still deeply situated in history, and the historically-adjacent positioning 
allows Woolf to explore a more nuanced and complex version of the war, one that accounts for 
more than facts. She treads carefully in her portrayals of the war, as she seeks to avoid 
sacralizing or engaging in “fetishizing” narratives that deny or distort war trauma.33 However, 
Woolf does have an aim in writing Jacob’s Room, as does the narrator in telling Jacob’s story. A 
committed pacifist, she spoke against war in her works like “Thoughts on Peace in an Air Raid” 
which was written during the Blitz in 1940.  
Woolf integrates the political moment into Jacob’s life, but she places it in the 
background. Her method of writing around history, of making history something that is felt 
exemplifies her larger ideological framework of exploring history through “minds and emotions” 
rather solely relying on material description. Some of Woolf’s audience reading around the time 
of Jacob’s Room’s publication would understand the currents and feelings of 1906 through their 
own experiences of it, but Woolf ensures that the emotional communicability will endure. When 
the narrator constructs history Woolf makes the narrator’s hand clear, allowing the narrator’s 
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ideological biases or motivations that stem from her marginalized position in society to be 
communicated openly.  
The narrator uses the scene in which Jacob attends church services to expose the 
militaristic underbelly of traditional English education. Take, for example, the narrator’s biting 
description of the men at church: 
Look, as they pass into service, how airily the gowns blow out, as though nothing dense 
and corporeal were within. What sculptured faces, what certainty, authority controlled by 
piety, although great boots march under the gowns. In what orderly procession they 
advance. Thick wax candles stand upright; young men rise in white gowns; while the 
subservient eagle bears up for inspection the great white book.34 
 
There is nothing sacred about the church service as the narrator lightly parodies the men and 
their gowns being blown about. However, beneath the humorous surface, there are darker 
currents of nationalism and war. The “authority” and the “great boots marching” and the “orderly 
procession” all hint at military exercise, though they are shown under the guise of holiness and 
morality. We are not in a neutral space of worship; rather, we are in King’s College Chapel 
where the institution of education mixes with religious and ideological beliefs.  
The narrator discloses the sexist attitudes Jacob has picked up at school in the chapel 
scene. As his mind wanders during the service, Jacob thinks, 
But this service in King's College Chapel—why allow women to take part in it? … No 
one would think of bringing a dog into church … a dog destroys the service completely. 
So do these women—though separately devout, distinguished, and vouched for by the 
theology, mathematics, Latin, and Greek of their husbands. Heaven knows why it is. For 
one thing, thought Jacob, they're as ugly as sin.35 
 
Despite the fact that he is not paying attention and his hymnal is open in the wrong place, Jacob 
views the church as something sacred and valuable, with homosocial standards that must be 
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maintained. His mind has assimilated to the institutions of the church and Cambridge. While the 
narrator allows us to see Jacob as a young man to be laughed at, she undercuts the humor by 
revealing a deeper institutional sickness.  
The narrator does not detest or abandon Jacob however, shortly after the chapel scene she 
muses over Jacob and his peers, thinking, “young men, these, who would—but there is no need 
to think of them grown old.”36 Tension emerges from the break in the sentence where the 
narrator begins to explore what Jacob’s generation of young men will do, but she is unable to 
finish the thought. She brushes the thought aside, saying that there is “no need to think of them 
grown old,” when really there is no way to think of them grown old. The pause hints at the 
narrator’s motivations for telling Jacob’s story and anticipates the revelation that Jacob’s death 
prompts the telling. The em dash holds the real expression of mourning, but all that can be 
written is silence. In Unclaimed Experience, Cathy Caruth writes that trauma “is always the story 
of a wound that cries out, that addresses us in the attempt to tell us on a reality or truth that is not 
otherwise available.”37  
The truth Caruth discusses relates to both what is known and “what remains unknown in 
our very actions and our language.”38 Woolf situates the narrator as a woman, a member of a 
marginalized group traditionally detached from the battlefield and the direct trauma of war. 
However, while the narrator acts like a character in some ways, she does not exist in the text in 
the same way as Jacob. She has access to thoughts and experiences that enable a different kind of 
understanding of “what happened” than the reader can have. Silence contains the horror and 
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chaos of the First World War, but even the narrator who has a heightened ability to see cannot 
ethically convey its reality.  
The war is generally absent from Jacob’s Room, but it enters the atmosphere of scenes 
like the one at King’s College Chapel. The war’s appearance on the fringes of the novel is 
symptomatic of a narrative inability or unwillingness to directly depict the war. For example, 
between the paragraphs about the “white-robed figures” conducting the service and Jacob’s 
reverie about women, the narrator’s own mind wanders. At first she thinks, “If you stand a 
lantern under a tree every insect in the forest creeps up to it” and allows her mind to drift.39 
However, as she considers insects and toads, the narrator suddenly thinks,  
Ah, but what's that? A terrifying volley of pistol-shots rings out—cracks sharply; ripples 
spread—silence laps smooth over sound. A tree—a tree has fallen, a sort of death in the 
forest. After that, the wind in the trees sounds melancholy.40  
 
Woolf steadfastly refuses to take the reader to the battlefield in her fiction. Despite how 
thematically prolific war is in her prose, she will not directly portray the violence of war. The 
battlefield seeps in nonetheless; the “volley of pistol-shots” are a sharp disturbance, and they 
seem to enter the text against the narrator’s will. Woolf describes in abstract and directs the 
violence at a tree rather than a human subject. When she separates the violence from its true 
cause, she attempts to witness the Great War. However, she treads carefully when describing the 
war by placing the battle in the atmosphere of the novel. To directly portray it would risk 
distortion, misinterpretation, or simply misrepresentation of the violence, as descriptions of war 
necessitates the use of words relating to human brutality, gore, and death. Traditional, heroic 
historical accounts allow for the harsh diction immersive descriptions of the war requires; when 
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the narrator abstracts violence and turns it towards nature, she attempts to describe a scene that 
would otherwise exist beyond ethical description. The absence of violence given the novel’s 
temporal setting becomes conspicuous; Woolf prompts us to gather the threads of historical 
events and weave them into recognition. Our search for knowledge and understanding within the 
mysterious absences of Jacob’s Room is part of the knowledge Woolf seeks to impart, but the 
formal structure presents a Gordian knot of consolidating the narrative fragments into a cohesive 
whole.  
The war also penetrates the novel in the penultimate chapter. The narrator describes 
Greek women interacting with their children, going about their everyday lives, though they are 
bathed in “red light.”41 The motion of their daily life comes to a halt when “ships in the Piraeus 
fired their guns.”42 Piraeus is a port city in Greece that the Allies invaded on June 11, 1917, 
violating Greek neutrality and prompting Greece’s entrance to World War I. The narrator does 
not see the invasion in terms of battle; instead, the description is sonic: “The sound spread itself 
flat, and then went tunnelling [sic] its way with fitful explosions among the channels of the 
islands. Darkness drops like a knife over Greece.”43 Betty Flanders hears the sound, first as 
gunfire, then as the sound of the sea, and finally as a “dull sound, as if nocturnal women were 
beating great carpets.”44 She repeats the shift from war to domesticity, thinking of her sons 
fighting before shifting to wonder, “But were the chickens safe? Was that some one moving 
downstairs? Rebecca with the toothache? No. The nocturnal women were beating great carpets. 
Her hens shifted slightly on their perches.”45 The movement of Betty’s thoughts signifies an 
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integration of the war into her psyche, while also revealing an inability to understand or 
conceptualize it. Her unconscious mind reproduces the war, but it does so in domestic terms, in 
the terms of Betty’s experiences—she decides that it is not the sound of guns or the sound of 
war, but the sound of women beating carpets.  
Noncombatants like Betty are disconnected from the war and do not have the ability to 
imagine it in terms outside of their own experiences. Nonetheless, the war reverberates through 
their minds and the novel as a whole as a restless energy that demands contemplation. The 
narrator acts like a filter, preventing the crush of violence and death from entering her own 
narrative. Her relationship to the war can best be understood in the language of the battlefield. 
The narrator seems to fight against the war invading her narration, while the war attacks the 
boundaries of the narrative, appearing sonically or even as unbidden in the narrator’s own mind. 
Scenes like the service at King’s College Chapel throw Jacob and his generation into the same 
ugly light that Woolf casts upon the leaders of Germany, England, and France in A Room of 
One’s Own—the light of shell-fire. The illumination is ambivalent, at least for Jacob and his 
peers. While the narrator discloses moments where Jacob denigrates women and the church 
appears vacuous and unholy, there are also moments where the coming war intrudes and 
demands attention. The atmospheric intrusions exhibit tension between the narrator’s knowledge 
of the war and her inability to speak about it. Woolf does not condemn Jacob’s generation for 
going to fight, but she refuses to engage with and conscientiously objects to praise of sacrifice. 
The war haunts the narrator and “creates holes in existence” that Woolf renders literally 
unspeakable; instead, she calls upon the audience to do the work of filling the gaps.46 
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The end of Jacob’s Room violates what scholar Noël Carroll defines as “narrative 
closure” or “the sense of finality with which…a story concludes.”47 Carroll argues that ending a 
work is “a matter of concluding rather than merely stopping[,]” and Jacob’s Room’s abrupt 
ending saturates scholarly discussions of the novel. The ending forces the audience to work 
through its nebulous construction and discover what happened to Jacob. After Jacob walks 
around Whitehall he disappears from the story; when Bonamy and his mother stand in his room 
in the final chapter, his absence from the text is forceful. The final scene of absence differs from 
earlier moments in the novel like the opening scene when his brother searches for him on the 
beach, calling “Ja—cob! Ja—cob!”48 While Jacob’s presence stirs throughout the room when 
Bonamy calls to him, he never materializes. Even though he slips through the rest of the novel, 
the final scene is discordant and jarring, dissimilar from the casual, hazy way Jacob otherwise 
moves through the text.  
In her book Ghostly Matters: Haunting and the Sociological Imagination Avery Gordon 
argues that we cannot view certain historical moments where notions of “haunting” and “ghosts” 
appear—similar moments appear with stories about the desaparecido in Argentina—as simply 
historical fact or historical information.49 Gordon sees haunting and ghosts in the return of “a 
past, a history, [that remains] nonetheless alive and accessible” and will, when recognized, 
“shock us into recognizing its animating force.”50 Within the context of the Dirty War in 
Argentina, Gordon examines the paradox between the thousands of pages of documentation that 
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exist, the “shadowy knowledge” that Argentina’s population possesses, and the impenetrable 
holes mass disappearance created in history.51 Certain conditions signify a haunting:  
the ghost imports a charged strangeness into the place or sphere it is haunting, thus 
unsettling the propriety and property lines that delimit a zone of activity or 
knowledge…the ghost is primarily a symptom of what is missing…[and represents] a 
loss, sometimes of life, sometimes of a path not taken…[The] ghost also simultaneously 
represents a future possibility, a hope. Finally…the ghost is alive, so to speak. We are in 
relation to it and it has designs on us such that we must reckon with it graciously, 
attempting to offer it a hospitable memory out of concern for justice.52 
 
Another dimension exists, defined by its haunted nature or the ghosts themselves, and the final 
scene is teeming with haunted energy. Although Gordon creates her framework around a 
different historical event, the destruction of meaning that occurred during the Dirty War bears 
similarities to the First World War. Woolf’s use of ghosts in the context of mass trauma makes 
Gordon’s analysis of hauntings in Argentinian literature particularly useful.  
 As Bonamy and Betty Flanders sort through Jacob’s things, the narrator observes the 
room:   
Listless is the air in an empty room, just swelling the curtain; the flowers in the jar shift. 
One fibre in the wicker arm-chair creaks, though no one sits there… A harsh and 
unhappy voice cried something unintelligible. And then suddenly all the leaves seemed to 
raise themselves. “Jacob! Jacob!" cried Bonamy, standing by the window. The leaves 
sank down again.53 
 
A presence surrounds Bonamy and Jacob’s mother, and the line between absence and presence 
seems blurred. In contrast with the moments where Jacob moves through the novel’s landscape, 
often never appearing in a “concrete” way, Jacob asserts himself without ever appearing. But, as 
Gordon notes, Jacob is alive in this scene. His unknowability and slipperiness permeate many 
other scenes, and the narrator adds to his ambiguity, using her hand to elevate the aura of 
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obscurity. In the scene when he and Bonamy argue, the narrator does not relate the actual 
argument, instead she tells the audience, “‘Now…’ said Jacob. It is a tremendous argument.”54 
However, Jacob’s presence in the final scene deviates; if the movement of the curtain and leaves 
comes from him, it is active movement. He wants to enter the room as much as Bonamy seeks 
him, and the narrator’s mind is quiet here, unobtrusive as she conveys his disturbance. As the 
novel is historically situated and takes care to adhere to its positioning of objective reality, 
Jacob’s ghost piercing his room is a radical moment. While Woolf undertakes many 
experimental maneuvers, she does not otherwise break the bounds of life and death. To do so 
here is to make a powerful statement about the nature of Jacob’s fate and the fates of similar 
victims of the war. The dead are unsettled, agitating against the boundaries of our world, and 
unquiet in death. Survivors can sense the disruption and respond to it.  
 While Bonamy skeptically asks if Jacob really believed he would return from the war, Jacob 
embodies future possibility in his intrusion. As Gordon advises, we should not attempt to solve the 
paradox of Jacob’s ghostly presence, but should instead “offer it a hospitable memory.” What we can 
offer Jacob is the labor of interpretation and understanding of his story. The act of reconstruction is an 
empathetic act of memorializing that requires active thought and inference, can be returned to 
repeatedly, and can produce different results at each pass. As Samuel Hynes observes, memorials or 
monuments act “as official acts of closure….[and] embody, in permanent form, ideas about war – 
heroic, romantic, histrionic, occasionally tragic.” Woolf’s memorial is ephemeral and only exists when 
we seek it out, and within the sphere of Jacob’s empty room we gain another level of understanding or 
knowledge about his reality. When she forfeits narrative closure and leaves us in a state of confusion, 
she refuses to assert that Jacob’s life is over and allows him to exist as a ghost perpetually agitating on 
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the edges of the story. 
 War haunts the novel while never making a full appearance and becoming spectacle. 
Even Jacob’s last name—Flanders—connects to the severity of deadly battles fought in the 
region, famously portrayed in John McCrae’s 1918 poem “In Flanders Fields.” Ghosts of the 
dead also haunt McCrae’s poem, as the speaker warns that “If ye break faith with us who die / 
We shall not sleep, though poppies grow / In Flanders fields.”55 Woolf resolves her own 
concerns about obligations to the dead and how to speak of them by cutting speech of the dead 
out altogether. The chapter representing Jacob’s death is short, and the narrator’s presence is 
minimal. Where in other chapters the narrator goes off on tangents and is a conspicuous 
presence, here Jacob dominates the scene. The narrator does not eulogize Jacob; the abruptness 
of the last chapter eludes narrative closure. Dominick LaCapra characterizes traditional 
narratives as redemptive, saying:  
…if you take the conventional narrative structure itself—with a beginning, a middle, and 
an end, whereby the end recapitulates the beginning after the trials of the middle and 
gives you (at least on the level of insight) some realization of what it was all about – 
there’s a sense in which the conventional narrative is redemptive.56 
 
Jacob and his generation are not redeemed. Instead, Woolf strives to present them in a neutral 
light. Detachment from judgment or evaluation is a political act on Woolf’s part, as she seeks to 
elide explanation that could easily devolve into simplification or be easily appropriated as a 
tragedy or narrative of noble sacrifice. There is no attempt to console the audience or integrate 
Jacob’s death as to Woolf the destructive excess of the war is beyond the bounds of resolution. 
Her modernist elegy’s lack of resolution sets it apart from the creative works that many of her 
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contemporaries produced about the war. For example, critics have charged Wilfred Owen with 
engaging in “consolatory mourning,” an idea that resembles LaCapra’s “redemptive narrative.” 
Scholars critiqued Owen’s “Anthem for Doomed Youth” for its participation in “the religious 
and nationalist ideology of compensatory exchange, urging [readers] to accept memory as a 
substitute for human lives.”57 The shock of Jacob’s death moves the reader to consider other 
dimensions of the war like its ghosts; the narrator’s refusal to digest the end of Jacob’s story 
leaves us in a similar state of shock.   
 The trauma of Jacob’s death is not cheap, however. Woolf does not seek to pointlessly 
provoke the reader; instead, she endeavors to render an immersive experience of death. Judith 
Herman characterizes trauma as generally involving “threats to life or bodily integrity, or a close 
personal encounter with violence and death.”58  The abruptness and unsettledness of the final 
scene force the reader to have an experience with death brought about by the narrator’s method 
of communicating. To know and feel the history of “what happened” we must also end up in a 
similar state of confusion; a necessary part of the feeling is a lack of understanding of what 
happened. While the reader will infer that Jacob dies in the war, many auxiliary questions are left 
unanswered. We do not know many details about when Jacob died or how he died except that it 
was in the war. However, on a large scale, war destroys understanding. Details about the 
circumstances of a soldier’s death were often left unanswered for family members who survived 
the war, and the sheer number of deaths created an instance of cultural trauma. The narration of 
the scene mimics that of a traumatic memory—Herman observes that “[t]raumatic memories lack 
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verbal narrative and context; rather, they are encoded in the form of vivid sensations and 
images.”59 In the final scene Jacob’s death is both told and not told within the sensationally rich 
descriptions like that of leaves rising in the street or the creaking chair. The haunted images 
suggest an experience of destruction beyond understanding. 
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III. Abstraction and Art in To the Lighthouse 
 
The intensely personal grounding of Woolf’s novels occupies significant space in the 
scholarship around her work, as scholars examine the autobiographical foundations of her work 
in support of reading Jacob’s Room as an elegy for her brother Thoby and To the Lighthouse as 
an elegy for Woolf’s mother. Her works operate in the realms of personal creation and grieving, 
but they simultaneously undertake an examination and reimagining of human grief beyond the 
parameters of her personal losses. In Moments of Being Woolf discusses her struggle to mourn 
her mother: 
The tragedy of her death was not that it made one, now and then and very intensely 
unhappy. It was that it made her unreal; and us solemn, and self-conscious. We were 
made to act parts that we did not feel; to fumble for words that we did not know. It 
obscured, it dulled. It made one hypocritical and immeshed [sic] in the conventions of 
sorrow. Many foolish and sentimental ideas came into being. Yet there was a struggle, for 
soon we revived, and there was a conflict between what we ought to be and what we 
were.60 
 
Victorian mourning conventions warped Woolf’s grief and turned it into something “foolish and 
sentimental.” Jacob’s Room interacts primarily with public loss, the war’s cultural influence, and 
public modes of mourning, and while Woolf sets To the Lighthouse in the same time period, the 
novel takes a more expansive view of grief. To take a reductionist view Jacob’s Room presents 
an argument about and critique of Jacob’s world, and To the Lighthouse contains similar 
evaluations of masculinity and imperialism, of the shift from the pre-war to post-war worlds, and 
of problematic modes of mourning cultural trauma. In a November 1926 entry in her diary Woolf 
evaluates To the Lighthouse in the light of Jacob’s Room and Mrs. Dalloway and observes that 
To the Lighthouse is, “fuller than J.’s R. & less spasmodic, occupied with more interesting things 
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than Mrs. D. & not complicated with all that desperate accompaniment of madness. It is freer & 
subtler.”61 Her evaluation of To the Lighthouse as “more human” encapsulates a crucial shift 
between Jacob’s Room and To the Lighthouse to a more expansive portrait of human life.62 The 
pointed arguments Woolf makes in Jacob’s Room stand in To the Lighthouse, but they do not 
constitute the core of the novel. To the Lighthouse immerses itself in questions of grief and 
trauma in the light of the war, but it engages the reader on a more personal level in comparison to 
the cultural questioning Jacob’s Room grapples with.  
Where Jacob’s Room focuses on England’s “healing rhetoric [and] the religious and 
patriotic discourses that urged survivors to substitute ennobled memory for wartime loss,” as 
Tammy Clewell argues, To the Lighthouse’s focuses on private family life.63 The family saga 
presents an account of how the world changed in the years around the war, not materially, but 
emotionally and relationally. The novel does not leave the Ramsay family home in the Hebrides, 
and as a result, it cannot examine the significance of objects like Jacob’s Room does. Instead, 
Woolf uses Lily’s painting to explore these changes. Although Woolf herself writes an elegy in 
To the Lighthouse, she simultaneously “scrutinize[s] the propensity of literature to serve 
traditional memorializing aims.”64 The ekphrasis of Lily’s painting allows Woolf to move her 
elegy into a space of abstraction that can hold the alienation and unassailability of honoring 
death without becoming false. Because death is a permanent state, mourning must become one as 
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well. Fully assimilating death is a positive, but false statement, as it denies the permanence of 
loss.  
 Scholar Kelly Walsh argues that Lily’s painting works to fill a need for commemoration 
that “forms of conventional mourning” do not fulfill because they are “ungenuine [sic] and 
inadequate.”65 Mr. Carmichael, another artist figure in the novel, participates in traditional forms 
of mourning through his poetry, yet he cannot experience the same emotional processing Lily 
does. Woolf portrays him in connection with deep time. Lily, for example, sees him as “an old 
pagan god, shaggy, with weeds in his hair and the trident (it was only a French novel) in his 
hand.”66 His relationship as an artist to literature lies in the past, which is underscored by his 
perpetual reading of Virgil. Where Lily interacts with and absorbs the modern world, Mr. 
Carmichael does not integrate it into his life. Woolf uses his connection to the tradition of 
literature to critique modern expressions of mourning, while Lily’s artistic vision provides an 
alternative mode of expression. Her needs differ from Mr. Carmichael’s, and while her mode of 
expression would not suit him, the spirit of her modernist innovation might. Her art evolves more 
radically than Mr. Carmichael’s, while his remains mostly stagnant. Lily’s unique style of artistic 
evolution might not fit his needs, but Woolf positions modernist exploration of artistic 
expression as the critical difference between their art.  
Lily’s art rests in fluidity, abstraction, and balance and is a mode of expression that 
enables her to overcome the fear of creation. She repeatedly experiences terror in the moment 
before she paints, but as she moves her brush, “she exchang[es] the fluidity of life for the 
concentration of painting [and experiences] a few moments of nakedness when she seemed like 
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an unborn soul, a soul reft of body, hesitating on some windy pinnacle and exposed without 
protection to all the blasts of doubt.”67 Lily finds relief in art through the regenerative power of 
creation and detachment from the ego, but Woolf does not mean for the relief to be permanent. 
Lily thinks, “The great revelation perhaps never did come. Instead there were little daily 
miracles, illuminations, matches struck unexpectedly in the dark.”68 Loss, whether personal or 
societal, will never abandon the mourner; “the great revelation” will never come because loss is 
unassailable. The heart of Woolf’s elegy lies in a shifting, fluid world—both literally with Cam 
and James on the boat and figuratively through Lily’s emotional turmoil on the shore. Successful 
mourning like Lily’s modernist mourning embraces its own instability and impermanence and 
does not attempt to communicate the inarticulable.  
Mr. Carmichael’s book of poetry stands in opposition to Lily’s painting as an expression 
of grief that fails because it attempts to unify and assimilate his experiences and becomes 
inauthentic. Although Mr. Carmichael’s publication of his book has “an unexpected success” 
because the war “revived [people’s] interest in poetry,” his creative efforts do not meet his own 
needs in mourning.69 When Lily sees him again in “The Lighthouse” she notes that “he looked 
the same—greyer, rather.”70 She remembers that someone told her “when he had heard of 
Andrew Ramsay’s death [he] had ‘lost all interest in life,’” and Lily scents the effects of his 
transformation.71 Despite not having read his poetry, she intuitively knows it is “seasoned and 
mellow…extremely impersonal; it said something about death; it said very little about love.”72 
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She respects characters like Mr. Carmichael and Mr. Ramsay’s passion for the impersonal, and 
while Mr. Carmichael’s poetry expresses his aesthetic and emotional ideologies, it does not 
provide emotional relief in regards to Andrew’s death. Walsh argues that Woolf regards Mr. 
Carmichael’s poetry like the “popular poetry [of the time] that assimilates and therefore 
neutralizes what should remain unassimilated.”73 To the Lighthouse “offers us a broken mirror 
whose shards can never be pieces together into a unified home,” and the ekphrasis of Lily’s 
painting, which provides an alternative to modes of elegy like Mr. Carmichael’s poetry, does not 
become impersonal, though it is founded on abstraction and ambiguity.74  
 In “The Window” Lily watches Mrs. Ramsay and William Bankes interacting and sees in 
his gaze, “a rapture, equivalent…to the loves of dozens of young men.”75 Her thought slips back 
to her painting, and she imagines “love…pretending to move her canvas, distilled and filtered; 
love that never attempted to clutch its object; but, like the love which mathematicians bear their 
symbols, or poets their phrases, was meant to be spread over the world and become part of the 
human gain.”76 The juxtaposition of mathematic symbols and poetry contains the same 
contrasting, yet complimentary energy Mr. and Mrs. Ramsay exert upon the world. Their 
influence on those around them—Mr. Ramsay’s of starkness and abstraction, Mrs. Ramsay’s of 
softness and intimacy—reflects larger forces of masculinity and femininity. Lily assimilates their 
forces into the aesthetic structure of her painting and sees “the colour burning on a framework of 
steel; the light of a butterfly’s wing lying upon the arches of a cathedral.”77 The juxtaposition of 
strength and power of steel with the fragile beauty of a butterfly’s wing holds the same tension 
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that mathematic symbols and poetry do as well as the tension Mrs. Ramsay exhibits in 
conjunction with characters like Mr. Ramsay and William Bankes.  
 As much as Lily struggles with both Mr. and Mrs. Ramsay, her attempts to assimilate 
their influences with her art reveal it to be a vital part of her creative process. She considers how 
Paunceforte would paint her scene—with “the colour…thinned and faded; the shapes 
etherealized”—but she rejects his aesthetic for an abstract union of steel and light.78 Lily 
considers Paunceforte’s “pale, elegant, semitransparent” style earlier in the novel, but “beneath 
the colour [she sees] shape.”79 She moves to paint, but “in that moment’s flight between the 
picture and her canvas” she feels herself “struggling against terrific odds to maintain her 
courage; to say: ‘But this is what I see; this is what I see.’”80 Although Lily’s communication of 
how she sees the world is not as accessible as Mr. Carmichael’s poetry, she understands the risk 
that sharing her vision poses. Both Mr. Carmichael and Lily express how they see the world 
through art, but his habitation of a grand scale of time and deep connection to the literary 
tradition renders him unable to emotionally process Andrew’s death through his poetry. Lily’s 
way of seeing and representing the world, though less communicatively accessible, ultimately 
succeeds in a way that Mr. Carmichael’s does not. Words carry a weight and tradition that 
abstract painting does not, and traditional poetic forms like the elegy easily become emotionally 
prescriptive. Woolf’s elegy hinges on the abstract and impermanent, ideals which Lily’s painting 
aesthetically expresses.  
 Jahan Ramazani writes in Poetry of Mourning that “the modern elegy more radically 
violates previous generic norms than did earlier phases of elegy: it becomes anti-consolatory and 
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anti-ecomiastic, anti-Romantic and anti-Victorian, anti-conventional and sometimes even anti-
literary.”81 Woolf critiques the traditional elegy through Mr. Carmichael’s relationship with his 
art, but she creates in Lily a character who achieves a degree of emotional resolution. Although 
her relationship with the Ramsays remains complicated, she finally thinks, “I have had my 
vision.”82 She has the ability to see the world and represent it in a way that provides her a 
temporary sense of relief or fulfillment. Lily does not experience absolute consolation or 
recovery; Tammy Clewell argues that “Lily refuses to regard her painting as an aesthetic 
substitute for the absent Mrs. Ramsay.”83 Woolf does not present complete recovery as a goal in 
Lily’s artistic processing, and she instead makes an argument for a new type of mourning and 
recovery that has the same qualities as Lily’s aesthetic sensibilities. Lily mourns the loss of Mrs. 
Ramsay, but in a way she has lost an entire world. The triptych structure of the novel positions 
each third as a separate reality, and the characters who enter “The Lighthouse” must struggle 
with societal as well as personal changes. Lily has the ability to adapt contradictory forces like 
abstract thought and emotion or softness and shape, and her position as a transitional figure 
between the Victorian era and the modern one aids her adaptiveness. She can borrow from the 
Ramsays, repurpose what she borrows for her own needs, and can emotionally inhabit a similar 
space of ambiguity as her art.  
 The temporal scale of “Time Passes” pushes natural time and natural forces into 
prominence, and impersonal creation and destruction weave through the Ramsay family’s 
personal loss. Within the scenes of transformation Woolf explores elegiac conventions and bends 
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them to reflect the ambiguity and abstraction she seeks to communicate. Where “The Window” 
and “The Lighthouse” focus on characters’ specific struggles with grieving, “Time Passes” 
explores grief through a macroscopic lens. Clewell observes that “Woolf not only depicts the 
destructive forces of passing time and of the war years on the Ramsay's summer home; she also 
puts extreme pressure on one of the central tropes of elegiac poetry: the pathetic fallacy.”84 The 
pressure Woolf places on the pathetic fallacy surfaces within a break in the causal link between 
human grief and nature. Nature often appears to reflect and mourn the losses, but Woolf 
carefully articulates the interactions and creates ambiguity around true relationship between 
mankind and nature. After Andrew’s death World War I enters “Time Passes,” and the elegy, 
which previously provided harmless, but though insufficient consolation, now becomes an 
unethical mode of expression.  
The “Time Passes” section opens with darkness falling both for the Ramsays—Andrew 
observes that “[i]t’s almost too dark to see”—and for the natural world—“with the lamps all put 
out, the moon sunk, and…a downpouring of immense darkness began.”85 The consuming night 
could reflect the coming catastrophe of World War I, but as Clewell notes, nature cannot mourn 
death or catastrophe. The inclination to personify nature as a means of consolation cannot exist 
outside of the elegist’s mind. Human events do not cause darkness to fall, and although nature 
enacts the “cyclical process of growth, maturation, decline, and regeneration,” it does so 
unaffected and unrelated to human life.86 Throughout “Time Passes” Woolf interrogates the 
relationship between human grief, nature, and the falsity that can arise from projecting human 
emotion onto nature.  
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“Divine goodness,” “loveliness,” and “stillness” repeat throughout “Time Passes.” Words 
about harmony and balance are seemingly incongruent with the surrounding atmosphere of 
darkness and loss, yet they are a necessary part of any conception of destruction. In the time 
scale of the natural world destruction and creation are interconnected and necessary parts of the 
others’ existence. Woolf oscillates between descriptions of creation and inevitable destruction 
within “Time Passes:”  
It seemed now as if, touched by human penitence and all its toil, divine goodness had 
parted the curtain and displayed behind it, single, distinct, the hare erect; the wave 
falling; the boat rocking; which, did we deserve them, should be ours always. But alas, 
divine goodness, twitching the cord, draws the curtain; it does not please him; he covers 
his treasures in a drench of hail, and so breaks them, so confuses them that it seems 
impossible that their calm should ever return or that we should ever compose from their 
fragments a perfect whole or read in the littered pieces the clear words of truth. For our 
penitence deserves a glimpse only; our toil respite only.87  
 
The strange, abstract images of “the hare erect,” “the wave falling,” and “the boat rocking” exist 
outside of the entropic forces of nature, and “divine goodness” reveals the images after it is 
apparently “touched by human penitence and all its toil.” Divine goodness quickly fractures the 
static images and “covers his treasures in a drench of hail…so…that it seems impossible that 
their calm should ever return.” Humanity seems to have a direct influence on natural cycles of 
destruction and creation, but it only seems to. On the time scale that Woolf represents creation 
and destruction are never frozen or complete. Instead, they operate continually outside of and 
irrespective of human control, and Woolf subtly frames the passage within the context of human 
influence without actually creating a causal relationship between humanity and nature. The 
temptation to project human suffering onto nature frequently surfaces after loss, yet nature’s 
indifference to man prevents any real connection between the loss and the natural world from 
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forming. Woolf’s critique of elegiac tropes reflects the struggle elegists experience, and she 
simultaneously resists and exploits it. 
In passage that describes loveliness and goodness, Woolf provides another description 
that hints at, but ultimately eludes, nature’s concern for mankind: 
So loveliness reigned and stillness, and together made the shape of loveliness itself, a 
form from which life had parted; solitary like a pool at evening, far distant, seen from a 
train window, vanishing so quickly that the pool, pale in the evening, is scarcely robbed 
of its solitude, though once seen. Loveliness and stillness clasped hands in the bedroom, 
and among the shrouded jugs and sheeted chairs even the prying of the wind, and the soft 
nose of the clammy sea airs, rubbing, snuffling, iterating, and reiterating their questions 
—“Will you fade? Will you perish?”— scarcely disturbed the peace, the indifference, the 
air of pure integrity, as if the question they asked scarcely needed that they should 
answer: we remain.88 
 
While on the surface the passage seems to involve nature’s discourse with humanity, nature only 
converses with the contents of the bedroom: “the shrouded jugs and sheeted chairs.” Nature can 
speak to nonliving items that, while created by people, bear a stronger relation to the nonliving 
forces like “the clammy sea airs” than they do living beings. Who asks “Will you fade? Will you 
perish” and what will remain is ambiguous, but regardless of whether it is nature asking or the 
bedroom furnishings, none of the possible subjects or objects are living matter. They will remain 
because they are all part of the same system of creation and destruction that exists outside of 
man’s action and emotional response. The bedroom has the same strange, static quality as the 
images of the hare, wave, and boat that divine goodness earlier reveals, and Woolf writes, 
“Nothing it seemed [emphasis mine] could break that image, corrupt that innocence, or disturb 
the swaying mantle of silence.”89 Mrs. McNab ultimately breaks the stillness of the bedroom, but 
unlike the natural forces of creation and destruction, she only has power to “dust the 
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bedrooms.”90 While humans can exact small influence, nature and the contents of the bedroom 
will remain. Time may change them and matter may break down, but they will exist in a way that 
humans cannot after death.  
 Prue’s marriage and death provide an example of Woolf’s manipulation of the pathetic 
fallacy. Before the bracket that describes her marriage, Woolf describes spring coming: “The 
spring without a leaf to toss, bare and bright like a virgin fierce in her chastity, scornful in her 
purity, was laid out on fields wide-eyed and watchful and entirely careless of what was done or 
thought by the beholders.”91 Spring appears like a traditional bride: virgin, chaste, pure, and 
wide-eyed, and Prue easily dissolves into the description of spring. In the lines preceding Prue’s 
death nature seems to mirror the loss: “the spring with her bees humming and gnats dancing 
threw her cloak about her, veiled her eyes, averted her head, and among passing shadows and 
flights of small rain seemed to have taken upon her a knowledge of the sorrows of mankind.”92 
Clewell argues that “the trope buffers the impact of trauma, permitting the consoling illusion that 
nature participates in human grief and promises the rebirth of the dead with the inevitable 
coming of spring.”93 Nature is not fully engrossed with the coming loss—it only “seems to.” 
Actual mourning and consolation do not grow out of the personification of nature, but the 
personal, small-scale dimension of Prue’s death does not render personification an unethical 
response.   
Woolf routinely frames mankind’s relationship with nature as causal without actually 
making it so throughout “Time Passes,” yet she does not entirely dismiss humanity’s communion 
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with the natural world. She describes a man walking down to the beach in the middle of the night 
to find “an answer to his doubts, a sharer of his solitude” who cannot find an “image with 
semblance of serving and divine promptitude” to “[bring] the night to order and [make] the 
world reflect the compass of the soul.”94 However, she does not provide a clear answer about the 
futility of the man’s endeavor: “Almost it would appear that it is useless in such confusion to ask 
the night those questions as to what, and why, and wherefore.”95 While Woolf remains skeptical 
about humanity’s tendency to project their own struggles with personal and great creation and 
destruction, she does not dismiss the relationship between man and nature outright. Instead, she 
re-works within the traditional elegiac relationship between mankind and nature to create a new, 
modern discourse. Nature cannot “reflect the compass of the soul,” but it is also not useless for 
man to look to nature for answers of “what, and why, and wherefore.”  
However, after the parenthetical containing Andrew’s death, Woolf returns to the idea of 
people walking the beach: 
At that season those who had gone down to pace the beach and ask of the sea and 
sky what message they reported or what vision they affirmed had to consider among the 
usual tokens of divine bounty — the sunset on the sea, the pallor of dawn, the moon 
rising, fishing-boats against the moon, and children making mud pies or pelting each 
other with handfuls of grass, something out of harmony with this jocundity and this 
serenity. There was the silent apparition of an ashen-coloured ship for instance, come, 
gone; there was a purplish stain upon the bland surface of the sea as if something had 
boiled and bled, invisibly, beneath. This intrusion into a scene calculated to stir the most 
sublime reflections and lead to the most comfortable conclusions stayed their pacing. It 
was difficult blandly to overlook them; to abolish their significance in the landscape; to 
continue, as one walked by the sea, to marvel how beauty outside mirrored beauty within. 
Did Nature supplement what man advanced? Did she complete what he began? 
With equal complacence she saw his misery, his meanness, and his torture. That dream, 
of sharing, completing, of finding in solitude on the beach an answer, was then but a 
reflection in a mirror, and the mirror itself was but the surface glassiness which forms in 
quiescence when the nobler powers sleep beneath? Impatient, despairing yet loth to go 
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(for beauty offers her lures, has her consolations), to pace the beach was impossible; 
contemplation was unendurable; the mirror was broken.96 
 
World War I forces a new appraisal of the potential to seek consolation in nature as the “silent 
apparition of an ashen-coloured ship” and the “purplish stain upon the bland surface of the sea” 
interrupt beachgoers search for “divine bounty.” The image of the ship and blood on water 
connote war, and Woolf characterizes them as “an intrusion” that has the power the penetrate the 
minds of noncombatants far away from the war. Before Andrew’s death—and the war’s entrance 
into the novel—nature had the potential to answer man’s questions regarding loss, despite the 
fact that it did not mirror man’s grief. Now, after war enters the psychic space of the residents of 
Hebrides, nature’s relationship with man changes. Nature is still detached—“With equal 
complacence she saw his misery, his meanness, and his torture”—but the solace that previously 
existed is only a dream reflected in a broken mirror. Nature can no longer personify human grief, 
and attempting to project grief leads to “sublime reflections” whose significance people cannot 
“abolish…in the landscape.” The natural world cannot accommodate the increased scale that 
projected psychic pain would place on it, and previous modes of being—of pacing the beach in 
contemplation and search of solace—become “unendurable.”  
Furthermore, Woolf warns against attempting to understand wartime loss through nature 
through her interjection that “beauty offers her lures, has her consolations.” She personifies 
natural harmony as capable of temptation and of offering false emotional resolution, and while 
nature and beauty previously offered impossible, but benign solace, they now become 
untrustworthy. The proximity of Andrew’s death to the destruction of the pathetic fallacy 
“foregrounds the practice of personification and the practice of war” and links “the projection of 
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grief with a masculine desire for mastery.”97 Woolf critiques the masculine tendency to 
undertake consolatory mourning that only masks pain, and the traditional elegy presents one 
mode of grieving that ostensibly provides closure but can never actually achieve it. By declaring 
the mirror broken and nature incapable of bearing the psychic losses of the war Woolf 
“denounce[s] traditional forms of consolation for loss…that neutralize grief in antiquated salves 
and perpetuate gender values counter to [her] politics.”98 The traditional elegy becomes an 
unethical response to the trauma of the Great War, as it masks the change in grieving that mass 
cultural loss requires.   
As Lily works on her painting in “The Window” she encounters Mrs. Ramsay’s ghost. The 
act of painting and her remembrance of Mrs. Ramsay are intertwined, and the barrier between 
the past and present seems to collapse. As Lily “dip[s] into the blue paint, she dip[s] too into the 
past there.”99 Remembrance becomes reliving, and Lily has an intense emotional reaction. Her 
vision of her surroundings mimics her emotional turmoil, and “the whole wave and whisper of 
the garden [become] like curves and arabesques flourishing round a centre of complete 
emptiness.”100 Her reality seems to fracture, and her experience can be read both as an intense 
reaction to the trauma of death as well as an experience with a ghost. The text suggests that 
flashbacks and reliving, the resurgence of memory, and haunting stem from the same place in a 
person’s psyche.  
As Lily stands on the shore she has an internal struggle with Mrs. Ramsay’s character and the 
Victorian tradition she embodies. Her emotions surge when she considers her beauty and the 
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beauty she demanded in life, though Lily does acknowledge her own position as a living person 
regarding the dead. The last image Lily sees of her is “Mrs. Ramsay — it was part of her perfect 
goodness — sat there quite simply, in the chair, flicked her needles to and fro, knitted her 
reddish-brown stocking, cast her shadow on the step.”101 In Lily’s mind the image of Mrs. 
Ramsay becomes “part of ordinary experience…on a level with the chair, with the table.”102 The 
implications of Lily’s resolution stem from multiple sources. She does not experience a sudden 
rush of clarity, in line with her consideration earlier in the chapter that “great revelation perhaps 
never did come,” that instead “little daily miracles” allow “the moment” to become “something 
permanent.”103 The final image of Mrs. Ramsay places her in an ordinary context, knitting 
quietly. Furthermore, the final image connects to Mr. Ramsay’s work philosophical work 
through its assimilation of Mrs. Ramsay with the ordinary table. The feeling Lily experiences 
derives from abstraction, and just as she aesthetically assimilates the two Ramsays, she mentally 
assimilates their forces here.  
Another moment of resolution occurs when she sees the Lighthouse and understands that 
the surviving Ramsays have landed. In her diary Woolf explores how she will end the novel and 
writes, “What emerges? At this moment I’m casting about for an end. The problem is how to 
bring Lily & Mr R together & make a combination of interest at the end.”104 Lily’s intuitive 
understanding that the Ramsays land at the Lighthouse is a transcendent, almost supernatural 
moment that multiple characters share. On the shore Lily and Mr. Carmichael know the Ramsays 
land without communicating with each other; Woolf writes, “They had not needed to speak. 
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They had been thinking the same things and he had answered her without her asking him 
anything.”105 The pair experience an emotional release. Lily feels “suddenly completely tired 
out,” and her sight of the Lighthouse becomes visually and mentally abstract.106 She sees the 
Lighthouse as “almost invisible…melted away into a blue haze,” and mentally associates “the 
effort of looking at it with the effort of thinking of [Mr. Ramsay] landing there.”107 Mr. 
Carmichael also experiences some sort of emotional release, which Woolf describes with the 
language of old gods: “He stood there as if he were spreading his hands over all the weakness 
and suffering of mankind…Now he has crowned the occasion,…as if she had seen him let fall 
from his great height a wreath of violets and asphodels which, fluttering slowly, lay at length 
upon the earth.”108 Although Lily and Mr. Ramsay are physically separated, Woolf unites them 
in the same psychic space she unites Mrs. Ramsay and Lily.  
Cam and James also access the shared psychic space of understanding. As they see Mr. 
Ramsay leap from the boat, he transforms in James’s mind into a figure of bold austerity, 
seeming to say, “There is no God,” while Cam sees him leaping “into space.” He seems like “a 
young man,” no longer the father whose personality dominates them.109 The final scene presents 
a confluence of shared understanding and transformation, but Woolf never fully articulates the 
unity the characters feel. Lily knows that “Whatever she had wanted to give [Mr. Ramsay]…she 
had given him at last,” but what she gives remains unexplained.110 Woolf shrouds the revelations 
the characters have in the ordinary and the indescribable. The revelations are temporary, abstract 
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experiences that exist in a personal realm for each character. Lily’s vision literally becomes 
abstract as she gazes towards the Lighthouse, and through the moments of unexplained 
understanding Woolf moves To the Lighthouse towards lyrical and narrative abstraction.  
Woolf narrates Lily’s completion of the painting in similar terms: “she looked at her 
canvas; it was blurred. With a sudden intensity, as if she saw it clear for a second, she drew a line 
there, in the centre. It was done; it was finished. Yes, she thought, laying down her brush in 
extreme fatigue, I have had my vision.”111 Finishing the painting is heady and powerful, but what 
Lily’s vision is and what constitutes and facilitates her emotional release remains unarticulated. 
Woolf does not seek to express the actual emotional transformation, as doing so would 
compromise the abstraction she seeks and could become prescriptive. Instead, she depicts the 
process throughout To the Lighthouse, and by allowing the revelation to remain ineffable, she 
positions the process of mourning and working through as sufficient by itself.  
Woolf’s diaries convey the anxiety she felt around To the Lighthouse’s conclusion. In 
September 1926 she writes, 
And this last lap, in the boat, is hard, because the material is not so rich as it is with Lily on 
the lawn: I am forced to be more direct & more intense. I am making some use of symbolism, 
I observe; & I go in dread of ‘sentimentality’. Is the whole theme open to that charge? But I 
doubt that any theme is in itself good or bad. It gives a chance to one peculiar qualities—
thats [sic] all.112 
 
Earlier in her diary she wonders if the “stock criticism” of the novel will be that it is too 
Victorian or sentimental.113 Although she writes towards a point of abstract expression, her 
medium and the baggage it carries constrain her. She criticizes the Victorian elegy as an 
inauthentic and at times problematic mode of expression and explores the trappings of her 
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medium when the unified, assimilated nature of Mr. Carmichael’s work renders it an 
unsuccessful expression of grief. Her fear of sentimentality arises in part from the risk of 
unethical representation, and she understands the tension To the Lighthouse bears as an elegy 
itself. Woolf’s avowal of the inarticulable and her lack of explanation around exactly what Lily 
achieves avoids the risk of a sentimental elegy. By depicting temporary, personal, unexplained 
acts of mourning, Woolf presents a new mode of grief that is compatible with the conditions 
World War I created, and she makes it difficult to corrupt or appropriate her narrative because 
the abstraction forces the reader to interrogate and emotionally experience the trauma. Woolf’s 
elegy is the experience of grief rather than the conclusion of grief, and she hierarchically places 
the experience of mourning and working through above defined, fully described closure.  
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IV. Conclusion  
 
 The First and Second World Wars exerted a heavy influence on Woolf as a writer and 
intellectual; her pacifist views became more radical towards the end of her life. Jacob’s Room 
and To the Lighthouse present an evolution in her understanding of war, seen most dramatically 
through the way she focuses more explicitly on private grief in To the Lighthouse. She compels 
the reader to critically consider how expressions of mourning serve as containers of their 
histories and seeks to elegize the pre-war world without hiding its flaws. Jacob’s Room and To 
the Lighthouse are feminist critiques of the writing of history as much as they are analyses of 
ingrained ideologies in British society.  
 The incommunicability and absence that saturate Jacob’s Room call attention to the 
cracks in British society that existed before the war. Woolf locates these cracks in institutions 
like the church and the education system as well as deep rooted ideologies of the patriarchy and 
British imperialism. Instead of opening his mind Jacob’s education moves him to a state of 
ideological conformity, and we can trace his assimilation throughout his life. He becomes 
symbolic of the men of his generation who made the decision to fight, and Woolf’s narrator 
mourns the circumstances that drove them as much as she mourns the men themselves. Jacob’s 
Room is an elegy to a lost world, but it is not an elegy that idealizes its subject. Violence and 
destruction pierce the novel as reminders of British society’s imperfection.      
 To the Lighthouse takes us into the post-war world that Jacob’s Room never enters. In the 
novel characters try to assimilate their struggle with the Victorian age, and Mr. and Mrs. Ramsay 
themselves with the rapidly changing world. Behind the change stand the deaths of Mrs. 
Ramsay, Prue, and Andrew and the First World War. Artistic creation and the ways it can 
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embrace or reject the Ramsay parents and what they represent serves as a dialectic for Woolf to 
explore England’s cultural change. Lily’s painting helps her work through many types of loss, 
rather than only the loss of Mrs. Ramsay. She is an Edwardian, and she borrows from older 
generations as well as younger in order to realize her vision. The abstract images Lily creates 
provide a way for Woolf closely investigate generational ideology; by completing the painting 
she achieves some sort of personal resolution.  
 In these works, Woolf explores how to grieve, and the two novels indicate that to Woolf 
grieving never concluded. Writing granted her space to mourn personal losses like her brother 
and mother, the loss societal change produced, the loss the trauma of the Great War produced, 
and the abstract loss that time and entropy produce. What she leaves us with is something 
ambiguous, ineffable, and incomplete, but she does not seek to write clean, conclusive stories 
about mourning. These novels suggest that mourning the trauma of war or death must constantly, 
inconclusively occur. Woolf draws a distinction between personal and public loss. While Lily 
achieves resolution around her personal loss, she does not have the same success with the war 
itself. Woolf suggests that some events are unassailable, that they cannot be integrated, that the 
destruction is too complete.  
 Woolf’s descriptions of cultural trauma urge us to be wary of the way popular narratives 
disguise violence as spectacle. Mr. Ramsay’s fascination with “The Charge of the Light Bridge” 
exemplifies one such conversion, and we can use the framework Woolf presents to understand 
contemporary representations of cultural trauma. Representations of mass violence like the film 
22 July about the 2011 Utøya massacre in Norway proliferate current media and similarly 
fetishize violence and death. Our engagement with the past must be continuous, and we must 
constantly contemplate how the past relates to the present and the present to the past. 
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